
What are South Maui's COMMUNITY VALUES?

harmony with nature, preserving the environment

Solitude

Live a clean and human friendly life in peace.

Ohana 
Keiki and family first 
Protect the ocean and sea live 
Protect the beaches

Lower density beach community, living closer to nature and the outdoors.

Aloha

Organic (community) input and collaboration on development
Contribute to United Nations Sustainability goals via the Aloha+ Plus Challenge
Diversity and community outreach

Economic Development 
Community Input

Take care of each other and take care of the land and sea.

Family, health, aloha

Respectful attitudes towards our neighbors. 
Concern for our neighbors well being.

Aloha and pono.
Following traffic speed limits.

'Ohana
Family recreation
Cultural events for everyone
Responsibility for the environment/protect the ocean and the land

Being respectful of each other and of there Property

Family atmosphere around town & in commercial areas, cohesive community, kuleana for our community.

Respect, Honestly, Team-work and Ohana. It's our Kuleana to build and preserve our land and our community within.
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Live aloha.
Malama i ka 'Aina.
Malama i ke kai.

Aloha

1.  Inclusion, acceptance & tolerance of all residents
2.  Cultural Diversity
3.  Developing Energy Self-sufficiency
4.  Respecting the Environment
5.  Demonstrating Aloha for the Aina

Connect people with businesses with sidewalks and bike trails that run Completely through the town.
Access to all- more boardwalks for wheelchair users to access the beaches.

Safe
Family friendly
No short term rentals in north kihei

I love my neighborhood. There's a sense of pride in our community. I love our beaches. I'm in the ocean in one form or another each 
week, whether swimming or paddling, and I love the ability to enjoy them. We are a beach city and I love that vibe. There's such a value in 
that.

Sense of place, family and everyone plays a part in keeping the community safe, thriving, and sustainable.

Tourism

Welcoming, Health conscious, environmentally conscious community which provides Safe and fun Outdoor recreation, access to 
beaches and parks, and is welcoming to visitors while still making locals a priority.  Safe parks and beaches. Business friendly as long 
as it doesnt destroy the beautiful natural environment and culture of Maui.

aloha 
enjoyment of the land and the sea
friendship
appreciation of the multiple cultures in residence

Family 
Simple life

That's a good question, and I don't know what they are at this time. I would hope a sense of culture and hospitality.

Family. Outdoor....self sustaining.
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geared toward less Bars...seems like too many ppl drinking and driving in our community..

Respect Culture and Heritage 
Preserve open space, Land
Build Communities with connectivity 
Establish multi model transportation options 
Support sustainability and encourage local products
Respect for one another

Vibrant beach community that welcomes its visitors with Aloha.

Those values are being lost at the profit of rich developers,unfortunately.

I have no idea. Seems as though people grumble about so much

Create a clean safe environment for locals and tourists that visit and/or live in South Maui.

Preserve
Connect
Conserve

Caring about our neighbors
caring about our land and trees and ocean
Caring about our kupuna and their needs
Caring about our keiki and their needs
Caring about our history and our host culture
Caring for our mental and physical health through opportunities to walk, run, bike and swim
Supporting local businesses and farmers to build a healthy economic future
Support for a future with a diversity of jobs for our people and increased educational opportunities for all ages

Respect for the land and it's people.......Hawaiians.

Family. Energy efficiency. Equality. Affordability for locals. Respect for the 'Aina. Loving our ocean.

volunteerism to help those who live and work on Maui to have a better life
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Environmental justice
Diversity
A Safe place for children
Beauty
Kindness
Sustainability
Recreational paradise
hospitality
Peaceful

Right now it looks like Tourism and Development.  My hope is that it will become preserving the environment.

We must try to keep our community clean and safe for families. Our goal should be to improve our quality of life ahead of future 
development

compassion, volunteers, teachers, insight, input, change

Respect the Aina and culture

"Community" is the heart of South Maui values!  Friendliness, healthy living, farmers' markets, spirituality, sharing & caring.

To me, Kihei is many communities that are akin to cliques so I don't see a community value now. But our community values should be 
good manners and kindness even if one has difficulties personally connecting to another.

Nature, clean water and joy.

Native Culture, land and sea.

Hawaiian culture, land retention, concern for each other

A family friendly communnity that is welcoming to all

aloha

Aloha

To provide a growing community of both understanding for the people /animals in the land

Tourists milked of cash like cows
Rich Retired Canadians-nice people but not voters-
Entitled golfers & property investors- just your basic hardcore capitalist vs nude hippie drummers

Small community and local feel, beach community

Family values.
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Malama aina.
Support kupuna and maka'ainana.
Restore and build the community, and not a transient one.

Community values for South Maui include:
Responsible stewardship of our natural ecosystems
Community action for improved infrastructure
Improving Quality of Life for all citizens
Upgrading local access to nature and the outdoors
Clean beaches and by ways
Safe and clean air, water, beaches, and oceans
Community events and outdoor music venues
Community gardens 
Rehabilitation of our homeless population (Housing First and affordable housing)
Mental health service support centers (3 locations)

Clean living. 
Safe environment. 
Clean air and water. 
Outdoor recreation.

Helping each other out, kind words for everyone, working together to preserve Kihei and the beaches.

ahupuaa community shared responsibility; zero waste; independence and also helping each other out when needed; respect for the 
environment and various island cultures; transparency in government

Sadly, many of our values are deteriorated as there are few opportunities for Kihei residents to engage.

It appears most of the people are interested in making a profit

The ability to enjoy the, outdoors, ocean life, family, neighbors  and neighborhoods.

I don't believe there are any community values because there is no sense of community.  Kihei Community Association is not 
representative of Kihei!

Small town, middle class, accessibility to lots of stores and services. Friendly non-pretentious.
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Understand the economic need for a tourist population in Maui, but we must also lend our focus to the needs of the local resident 
population to support them. Good planning must harness the benefits of local growth. The local community would benefit from more 
diverse housing options, affordable co-workspace opportunities, community facilities, dog parks and healthy food options. Covid-19 has 
shown us more than ever the importance of local community.

Helping each other, enjoying the outdoors, local gathering at parks, library events, sports, clubs.  Local music and art shows. We support 
each other, friendly, kind, respectful...live aloha

Always maintain The Aloha Spirit and respect the Aina.

The core value should be justice and pride. We ought to be proud to live in a beautiful, exquisite environment. We should demonstrate 
the ability to live within nature, where both humans and nature equally thrive.

Friendliness.
Love of nature.

Aloha, friendliness, sense of community, resourcefulness, compassion,

Not sure we have any other than support of the tourist industry because that is the primary basis of our economy.

IDK

Tolerance, acceptance, and environmental activism

Ohana, aloha, tolerance

The spirit of Aloha.
Safety.  
Family.
Healthy activities.

I would like our values to be more about kindness & Ohana instead of mostly money.

Take care of one another.

Learning environment for tourists, residents, children, and adults (those of all backgrounds, age, etc) where we can all share respect for 
one another and have a wide range of activities where everyone can prosper, enjoy South Maui, and contribute to the community.

South Maui does not have a shared sense of COMMUNITY VALUES. But it has a COMMUNITY purpose as a visitor destination area for 
creating jobs and taxes that allow Maui County to function. The preservation of a strong and resilient visitor industry is the most 
important aspect of the South Maui Community. Without it there is no funding for Schools, Parks, Police, Culture, Community events and 
Healthy families. Keeping a Strong visitor industry includes creating and renovating visitor facilities.

Support for one another
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South Maui has a very diverse layout of locals that have been here a very long time and middle class/ wealthy people that have moved 
here from the mainland. There is a very strong sense of family within the locals community as can be seen during the 4th Friday events 
in Kihei and various fairs/events (Pre-Covid), There is also a very strong desire in South Maui to volunteer and give back to the island 
that has given so much to all of us. We should continue to reinforce the value of volunteering.

Inclusiveness - a place for everyone; being welcoming

Love; aloha

Mutual respect

Serving the community and ʻāina

Cultural diversity and awareness

Family/community/interconnectedness

Helping your neighbors/being kind to one another

Walkable and bikeable community

Community gathering and communication

Respect for the culture

Love of place, environment and lifestyle

Hawaiian culture - Enrich visitor experiences with Hawaiian culture like speaking Hawaiian to them

Aloha ‘Aina - All things from same source; Word ‘aina also means family; Nature is our extended family; Reciprocal relationship between 
us and nature. We have kuleana to take care of life systems (ecosystems, family, community)

Love of fellow man; Love of elders; patriotism

Ohana

Respect for keiki and kapuna

Small town feel

Arts, music, dance

Outdoor recreation health and healthy food 

Malama the aina, sacredness of the land and beauty as well as the culture that comes with this, try to live in pono and harmony with the 
environment. Try to find delicate balance between consumerism and materialism and the sustainability of the Island 
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Aloha spirit

Peacefully co-exist despite diversity of values 

Respecting nature and living in harmony with nature and native culture 

Neighbor helping neighbor - be there for each other 

Safety and feeling protected

More self-determination - manage deer and goat herds for food 

Stewards of the ocean environment, clean oceans for fishing, keeping coral healthy

Family gathering places - take care of, enhance, expand the places where family can be together 

Lifestyle of aloha - share and teach aloha 

Hard-working community that wants to do well in their job

A community that wants to be a community, everyone working together 

Diverse, integrated and complete communities

Culture and arts

Community gathering

Ohana

Caring for neighbors and extended “family” 

Cross cultural connections - history, cuisine 

Connection - people, places, history, etc.

Bike paths

Dog parks

Openness and trust 

Sense of community

Hawaiian owned businesses 

Ohana and community identify e.g. “Kihei as ohana” we are all one
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More inclusiveness and representing South Maui and its community’s unique characteristics 

Environment, culture and history 

Natural resources

History-  ahupua'a system, rich in ohana and taking care of the land -- aina 

Muliwai system -- prevention of runoff, protection of water resources 

Community that honors and respects ALL aspects of the Hawaiian culture

Retain the uniqueness of the reason why we live here in Maui

Diversity of community

Vibrant community 

Love of the land 

Preserve the oceans of South Maui

Find the balance of tourism but yet trying to diversify our economy with remembering the Hawaiian people/water resources

The sense of South Maui `ohana - know your neighbors, being a part of the community

Support of the Tech Park

Swap meets/education of local crafts

Togetherness, relationships

Aloha

Small and local - micro mindset - bigger isn’t better

Culture

Natural and sustainable

Malama ʻaina and kai

Quality of life

Community centered

Achieving and honoring our vision, not just stating it
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Respect for each other and having space

Compassion, love; Caring for each other. Important values to maintain

Social infrastructure and arts- Mental stimulation

Strive for respect and value each other

Belief in future (Planning is an act of courage)

Sharing and supporting resources (schools) culture 

Friendship

Interconnected sharing and caring

Fellowship

Listening and being open-minded

Extending ohana among us all

Ocean-mindedness; mālama i ke kai

Community and family-oriented; aloha

Outdoor activities.

Gathering for holidays.

Tranquility.

Family time at the beach.

Ohana.

Embrace the simple life.

Connection with the ocean and nature.

Dark skies.

Shade trees.

Aloha - for South and West Maui specifically welcoming tourists and sharing our beaches. Sharing too much? Mana Kai parking 
dedicated to commercial use
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We value long term residents

Outdoor lifestyle, active- Translates to bikeways, walkability, etc which we don’t have, or not enough of. Also includes dog walking

Neighborhoods and community feeling. Cultural events like live theater, yoga on beach, movies. Parks like Kalama with grassy areas 
promote community

Ease and peacefulness of a Kihei / South Maui lifestyle

Healthy environment - food, walking, water and ocean

Engage in a harmonious way with visitors and residents 

Open spaces and wetlands

Cultural heritage 

Ohana

Aloha, aina environment, clean water, culture, community

Engaged residents - honor them

Connection to the ocean

Healthy lifestyles - food, exercise, less vehicle dependence  

Need to create partnerships with large property owners to preserve/conserve mauka areas to minimize stormwater runoff

Kealia Refuge - need to take care of it - move road


